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START JUDGE SJ2

T

he Start Judge SJ2 is a false start system for athle cs to monitor the start of running
compe ons up to 400 m. It consists of the Start Judge transport cart SJT2 with
integrated controller and ba ery. The transport cart can store the complete system.
The sensors SJS2 are mounted on each star ng block. The integrated loud speaker
system enables the starter to give commands to the athletes. The start tone (simulated
start shot) is released through the speaker integrated in the start sensor and the BANG2.
By this, all runners can hear the start tone at the same me. With a radio push bu on
WTN-PB one can move around and s ll trigger a false start at any me.
Cable Version SJ2-C:
This system requires a cable (KT313-30) from the Start Judge transport cart to the ﬁrst
sensor SJS2 (ﬁrst star ng block). The-sensors of the further lanes are one a er another
connected with cables 139-12. With the Start Unit SU3 and the connected e-Start and
HS3-2, the starter can communicate with the ming room or give star ng commands.
Radio Version SJ2-W:
This system is wireless, i. e. all components communicate via radio. For this radio
communica on, the ALGE-TIMING WTN radio system is used. Oral commands for the
athletes are made through the headset BANG-HS and released via the BANG2. Also the
start signal is send by radio to the ming system.

The SJ2 false start system does not require
any operation during the start process. The
measurements are made automatically.
Each start sensor collects the start data and
transmits them to the Notebook in the
Start Judge Cart, which is connected via a
USB cable.

The starting curves of all participants
(lanes) are visible on the screen of the
Notebook. The picture on the left shows a
typical take-off process in which track 5
caused a false start. All other tracks had a
valid start.

It is possible to display the star-graphs of
selected runners (lanes) enlarged and on
top of each other.
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START JUDGE SJ2
The False Start System Start Judge Sj2 is cer ﬁcated by the „World Athle cs“ (former IAAF).
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START JUDGE SJ2

Cable Version SJ2-C
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Radio Version SJ2-W
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START JUDGE SJ2

The Start Judge Cart SJT2 has a holder to
insert a parasol to protect the operator and
devices from sun and rain.

The false start sensor SJS2 is ready to
work with cable or by radio (Wireless
Timing Network).
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Start Judge Cart SJT2
with built in controller and backup ba ery
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The BANG2 is a amplifier and speaker. It is
used to output the start sound, false start
sound and as well to give oral start
commands to the competitors.
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Loud Speaker System BANG2
80 W loud speaker system and ampliﬁer
in one casing, integrated in the Start
Judge Cart SJT2

Headset HS3-2 *
for the communica on between starter
and ming room or start commands to
the athle-tes through the loud speaker
system BANG2
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Notebook for Start Judge
with the Start Judge SJ2 so ware to
operate the system

Start Judge Sensor SJS2
sensor for each lane, mounted at the
star ng blocks
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Cable Reel KT150H *
with 2-pole connec on cable (150 m) to
ming

Star ng Block STAMA
World Athle cs cer ﬁed star ng block for
each lane
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Radio Push Bu on WTN-PB
for triggering a false start by the starter
assistant
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Cable 199-20serves as connec on from
Start Judge cart to Start Unit SU3
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Electronic Start Device e-Start W **
for triggering the start signal with
integrated ﬂash light, ba ery and radio
system WTN
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Radio Microphone BANG-HS **
head band with radio microphone for
communica on through the BANG

Cable Reel KT313-30 *
with connec on cable (30 m) between
Start Judge and false start sensor SJS2of
the next lane
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Start Unit SU3 *
start device with integrated speech
ampliﬁer
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Electronic Start Device e-Start *
for triggering the start signal with
integrated ﬂash light and connec on
cable for the Start Unit SU3
* only for cable version
** only for radio version
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TRAINING SYSTEM START JUDGE SJ2-T

T

he Start Judge SJ2 can be used with reduced equipment to
train the start. It is possible to set it up for 1 or up to 10 tracks.
The start sensor transmits the data of the start curve by including
the reaction time by radio to the PC. Because it works wireless the
setup is easy and fast. It has a training mode integrated that allows
an athlete to train by himself without any starter.

Components of the Trainings False Start System SJ2-T:
Ÿ Start Judge Sensor SJ2S
Ÿ Wireless Timing Network WTN
Ÿ Radio Push Button WTN-PB
Ÿ Converter USB-WTN
Ÿ Power Supply PS24-70

SJ2-T with Start Operator

Additional Equipment Needed:
Ÿ Notebook for Evaluation
Ÿ Starting Block STAMA (or other)

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

the start operator will give the start commands
if the athletes are ready the start operator presses the button
of the radio push button WTN-PB to trigger the start signal
the athlete can now check his reaction time and his start curve
on the PC-Screen

SJS-T using the Automatic Start Mode
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

click with the mouse at the PC on the automatic start button
after 15 seconds a voice from the Start Judge Sensors will
announce “Take your marks!”
after 5 seconds the speaker will output “Get Set!”
after a random time of 2 to 4 seconds the start shoot will
appear
the athlete can now check his reaction time and his start curve
on the PC-Screen

1 Start Judge Sensor SJS2
2 Starting Block STAMA
3 Radio Push Button WTN-PB
4 Wireless Timing Network WTN
5 Converter USB-WTN
6 Notebook for Start Judge SJ2-T

Start Judge Training System SJ2-T

Start Judge Training System SJ2-T

Operated by a Starter

Automatic Mode
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